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cause of the
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of and and most of the relates to natural disease.
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the movements of
as it was when she last
counts herself as one monthand she then misses a
If the moon returns to the same
of pregnancy, labour and child care.
woman calculates her
the moon ..
She to deliver at the end of the tenth month. If
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The TBI'", 88fiJ8 her
She
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There is no
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the TBA's assistance.
to be delivered
way in u!hich she
sometimes on
from the sixth or seventh month.
she is
woman~s abdomen at visit and her some herbal medicine,
then or to take home. woman who doss not deliver month
is considere to be in and may believe herself to be bewitched.
In this cass she would go to a diviner rather than B • TB,o,s do also,
however, medicine to induce
the pregnancy the TBJ\ will not make
about the diet but it is that a Ufoman should
not est eggs. If she out 0 f the cuomb will be
the will be born bald; both of
Sho also not sat the meat of a cow IInht.I'IT'/aI.n IJjhile and
is not to sit It is that intercourse
will at about six to seven months. caeecaa is taken to be
the husband's semen.
TBAs do not understand the and physiology of labour nor under-
the of the placenta. Some believe it to be a cushion for
the .. have no may of beforehand whether a patient will
have in Short women and those with a history of
Caesarean section or stillbirth are not considered as being at
ncrease d risk .. On the other anaemia does S8em to be
that rBCOqrl~Sle, and weakness, palpitations, dizziness, and
oedema ara all known soma as of aneamia." also
its serious and would sand such a to
Some are aware of the virtue of cleanliness and but
behind it. lie is a
and its association with arm is known.
The distance to a and the cost of clinic fees
are tUQ of reasons many women still to deliver at home.
Other reasons include the that childbirth is a affair UJhich
shoul conducted at Iso age and are
in malawi and it is natural for a young pre woman to have faith
in the of her alder relatives, then in that of the
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so that cannot witness the difficulties she to To
decideS to
many a
at
otherwise delivsr in
Labour is conducted in a hut away from the main living
thers is no in this from
that the events take in seclusion away from the 's
husband. Evsn after the is secluded from
her husband for a period of 4 or 5 ~ ot sometimes until the cord
has off. The I.lClI.J.t;lni"'S mother, and other female
who mey be in constant on her but make little
or no preparation for the arrival of the .. The woman is
naked and usua labours in a I-'U"' ....""'",,,,, , often with her
buttocks on 8 ta}, and back the
wooden used for maize • L~ihile in this
a rela in her another et her beck
her The women be to I' down as
soon as labour or the membranes heve and she will be
to continue to push with every contraction the
Tho of the 's head is not controlle in any
J the
the floor for the purpose.
and
This is
d in a cloth or mat
thrown away No
a is de at tion and the is left alono until the
and then is the cord tied with 8 of
and cut with a razor blade or some sugar cane The
for the purposes of
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and in secret, because
the
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and burie care
up and used
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of the fear that
special and it it is d
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ftar the passage
d that the
Her
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she confesses the name or names of hal' lover(s).
occura she
uroman
but when
is due to
nts then
of Inor8 time without successful outcome it comas to be
is apparent that this is a time of tremendous and
torment the woman. Shoul sha in the end confess,
ary is If she fails to confass may be
her relatives until she does.
upon to confess acts of aUU..l.~.t::.L
t times the husband is called
the pregnancy, but if he has
to confess he is aeforded a than his
~Jifa .. Should the outcome be a maternal death this is, however,
of
is to call for the
•
the next
on her husband's
this nature have prove

of a woman the has in
)t or else for a diviner who may be able to find the
C2llJSe of the If measures also fail consideration
to tho Even then there may
be to ovorcome because so have to
from the 's mat:Jrnal uncle
for her welfare. He~ if he is msrrie L\till be his wifs's
so may be available to the necesssry
. It SEssme that in this situation men are more
The in the proc6e is
due to the fact that the business of labour
the women who tend to be more conservative
than their
the onset of labour
show or mambranes as evidence that it is time
t,o rtloert T13l-1s examine the
with the of if hea is and to
tell how low it is~ and assess progress in this 2 out of'
15 were able to say that d
cervical causes of labour
of
renainder
it occurra because was 1 because the
blocked the out, the
.~her8as in deliveries conducts close relatives the
is or s
a in
Some also cut cord before the
seem that have
in thase reSPE/t:ts. However, when the head is delivered
or the in any
"
the
is to press or
et menuel removal ere sometimes
to their to do so, and
condition it The method
up e contraction is not
and I mat none who ha any idea of how to cope with this
usarus ,
of'ten owe their
are not aware of what a
over
of
known
ere beliefs attached to breast
a child of her own can ba
However, if a
is able to
mother to an nr'nhi~n
nurses"
from anot.her-breastidea
is abhorrant to malawians,
foster
suckle the child after the breasts have been washed with herbal
all women tie a
of the
of
and
around their
the abdomen
done
herbs or chemicals
This is
themselves without
ofagree with the
it
and
to
Jomen not cook food for their husband for one
birth, and many do not resume sexual intercourse until
after have a d even if this is over a year This seems
- r.- '
. . I ~.: . ...r R
to be variable, but there is a s a of some months ..
is delivered the TBI\ clears the mucus from the baby IS
a the mouth it away,
or sarse metho but Some do this
out thlJir
few appear to be Bware of the nee to take measures to
the warm, and same babies in cerd-
board boxes and them iliaI'm of bottles warm
whole. however very little is known
about neonatal care .. n normal cases cord is 18ft alone without
but hot ashes are sometimes COD \uhioh is
in other cultures. is not in If thers is
of cord a of leaves be
arc in this situation bscause themselves
off their stalk nice clean ..
Ths infant's fontanelle is consi to nee attention an
is or to close cloth cushion around
the neck of the child. The Yao black medicine to
of nutrition is Door all the
personnel iven this 15 who weI'S asks
c:
s
or incorrect foods. to lack of blood,
considered it result of one
attributed it to the continuation of raast after relation-
HoueVl8r, TS/ls do not consider child care to be of their wo:r:k,
i is undertaken it is in the immediate d.
an infibulation are carried out in
to some recent press ..
There are customs and beliefs related to menstruation, the
diseases women, and sexual matters, and TBAs adhere to these. woman
who is is a source of to others, her husband
and ot!.sr men" She will not salt in the food or on the
fire at such a time. Likelliise, it is for a man to have intercourse
with a delivers woman or one who has aborted. If
intercourse does take , the man will suffer from , a disease
charactErised from the waist down. man affected this
is indeed in of because of his firm belief
in the man or woman who has had sexual intercourse
or is married is considered to be Hhotl! and must not touch either
a newborn
Q
or~child with measles"
is the commonest disease treated
"flany gain a from success in
mark those uho
conceived
for abortion a an oral medicine and claim
good results. For threatened abortion, a of is
tie round the waist and oral medicine
advice is \lJhen is patient makes diract
1'8 for it" This consists of a of s tied around
tne ist. One told that she hunts in the bush to fin 8 hole
in the which is crassed by the root af a tree. If, in the rains,
TI18
hole
effectiveness of
from theisthen
weist of the
also will not be filled n •so
tied
never
studant
final that
this
diseas8
to be one disease. to
in the abortions ara
to be to venereal
is beliaf in a disease cellad in
in the is believed to the
is she is infertile, hal' chil is sick
or she can cura short incisions in
the
some mild bIas
once
from the incisions.
of this,
the baliafs describer]
~lalawi it is knowla of is
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a SI contents of this
section.
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if she ieto essential
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interest
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believe it to be unrealistic to think of
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number of factors were identified which have the effect of
the of time which enSUeS between the recognition of a
hospital.
such a
the practice
President
He
that the use of the question
was t that ,withmeans
it is of interestIn this
labour and the ultimate arrival of the
this
must
committed auw... ",c,,z,y
was
Kamuzu Bande a faw years ago
the custom
is not
of
of llI.l.uw....
as little as
fact to encourage to the
be QUI' aim to
andwith their
and procedures
~L·m~.~~~, harmful or of
customs, make no
9
benefit of trainers of TBAe.
have ..
8ither bel1ef'iciaJL II
should encourage the
on the harmless ones or those of uncertain effect,
as
customs or habits that
those which aI'S
cetetJol~l~;ed in this way for
be
uncertain
comment or
and
some customs
the use of herbal
effect which can be
es
d is however a matter of
of
rather than conviction. It has to be that at the time
advice to it would not be
cl1ild
after
aboutInstruction at
care ..
Ante-natal examination
to breast
Taboo on aexua I
to be
to maritalin
.ack
taken
an vulva
of clothes for
Immediate cassation of breBst
naxt
Harbal
Herbal medicine
or after .... or'-''''".<.I.
Unsterile for
end '"',,''''''' ..... 1''''1
ante-natal
---------------------------_.__._------
Traditional customs related
beneficial,
uncertain
US8 3;ld
action ..
action be effect"
t of the course the 15 s were
about the gave
aske
gave it, asi<e in of ante-natal
labour,
was realised that the their remedies
rather and of our
was to the success of the programme it later at the
visits when were more certain of our intentions that
were
the leaves, flowers seeds \jiherever
the leaves ware presae for
Curator the Cham:::allor
This was then
lataI', Blackm:oI'e.. leaves were not obtained scientific
obtained Binns Williamson 1975
list in
The t and
and
of
the actions attributed tm::ir
were

to Profes30r test for
or t'Jsre
s to confirm thom. 1\130 to
for toxic effects in
Section 1 that herbalsee
to
I
toxic substances,
associate the retention of contents and the
oJ
looked
volumes of vomitus, that effects of this
initia of the 15 s sai gave their
pregnancy, 12 that
'Jhen
gave medicino in labour,
were asked for
he mentioned
gave large number of had
earlier ..
11 of either the roots, bark or
d either
dose varies from
Thess 1'8
decoction to be taken
of
dered
to clicine
:t.t skin
for ante-natal trent
\)Jell to
There is conrlon belief
infection, and
is dicine diuretic
laxative ..
Ie
labour is is
to
retained , to encourage control
on8$
different occasions.
s use a
it for a numbar of different purposes
list of various as s is in
Table .. This is listed al.ptlstJe·ticall
$ as sclentific
been
this h3e been
, ;J2;;e 76
of
1915of malawi
"
Please see
information
found
inserted as a
the
71.
name
for olant
name
of
used
us,!Ss
1 ..
ITDrHA ? For headaches
and backs
To hasten
•
2.
8VUmBULUK,~ ? To
contractions
in d
labour
for good fetal
to make
labour easy,
and to ensure
Sesasum
se~,amoil:Jes,
4.
CHIBELE en, To ensure a short
second of
labour
5..
CHIDYAYANI )
FOR
CHIOyrlNKHIIJERE :::: DolichQs
trinervatus (c)
In pregnancy.
6..
CHIGA )
senansis b & Rubbed into theabdomen to
hasten
•
Table 10. Williamson (1975
of Sesasum
n of the roots
is used to hasten ..
Claimed
medicinal
uses
For good fetal
easy
and a
short third
of
?
Part of
usad
Scientific
nama
..
name
for plant
I
acuta Root In pregnancy
*
the
in
labour to
hasten
In pregna to
urine
into the
abdomen to
The bark is
crushed in watsr
and rubbed into
the abdomen
labour to
b8ttar
Root
Roots
Bark
b)
(c
Leaves
Veronia
but not
known)
"
FUTS?'
CHOOSI Ch"
---",-,-,-------------------------------
-------------------------_._.. '"
Powdered roots
F\oot taken twice
6
roots for
Nos. 17 25 26
35 41
.. Veronia sp.
includes \leronia amyg!:ia:Una as an
uses and
Table 10 Cant'd
hasten
Part of
Leaves
For
and recurrentRootim::I'ilTil"J1 ICHULI
----------------_.....__....._.__..._-------------
I
Taken twice
with 6
other roots for
26
41
Boscia In labour for
contractions
,----------------,.-----------------
)
Branches
into the
abdomen in
For
and
the
in pregnancy
DZE
,\(S a diuretic
and
in pregnancy
pregnancy.
ToSource
I ... '?
Source
II ...
lioots
)
In
antunesiana Root abortions
*
of the roots of
- Cent'
Vernacular name
24..
c)
Source
1-
Source
II .. ?
Source
II-
roots
Hoots
To treat
in pregnancy
e a
& laxative in
35
d
pregnancy
for
ziazsis
relieve the
As a
and in
pregnancy.. In
to
Roota
Roote
(0)
)
29 ..
27 ..
--------------------~-------------
-----------------------------~"-_._-
Table
- Conti
pregnancy
for abdominal
to
the
Source Fer abdomi!
II ... ?
Source
Source
I ...
roots
Stlurce
II ... ?
Scientific
name
lochia *
----------------------------------,.,-
35 ..
c Root
Root with 6 other
roote for
------------------------------.---_._._--
,~ioote labour
)
Source
I ...
bark
II ...
For
of labour when
overdue
To turn
to correct
?
Given at onset
labour and at
full
to hasten
1975 ..
thoee of
roots
is said to be
Tabla - Centld
name Scientific
name
Part of
used
Claimed
uses
Source
I-
Rubbed into the
abdomen to
and
the
bladder ..
to
II-
III ...
In pregnancy
to clean the
of
tudca
6 other roots
26
-------------------------------------
tudee
with 6 other roots
forCHIPETPI
.. 14 17 25
26 40
? Taken in labour
Table ID Plants used TBI~s for purposes"
::
sent to
of Plant Names
Useful Plants
... Chichewa
..
For ease
scientific
eroS8 reference an al,phlab1et
lif is
77.
Plant number
in Tabla 10
eacia senansLs 6
africanus 30
3D
sD. 28
Boscia salicifolia 18
Cassia 27
Cassia sp. 33
Ceratotheea sesamoides 3
7
22
34
39
5
37
42
41
23
36
31
16
3
a
25 and 29
19
12
mucronata
tomentosa
antunesiana
indica
kirkii
reticulata 'liar.
nitida
musa
Sesesum
Cissus cornifolia
Side acuta
Gnidia
Veronia adoansis 10
Varonia 10
Veronia 10
Tabla 11 - Scientific names of
by T8!~s.
used
78 ..
medicines in Table 10 are all en orally unless otherwise
In Borne cases where the Illas not d examination
of leaf ~1J~~~lIii~II~, two or more scientific names are because the
name is to of different genus or
was the vernacular name for both 27
and 28 and 1972)32 lists three other plants of the same name.
50me collected were names the TBA which
from their as being the name of the and
not of the These have been listed in Table
of these also are tested for pharmacological or toxic effects.
Part of
used Claimed medicinal uses
P\kaleka ku
)
For infertility in women with
diuretic action. Later,
another is needed for
treatment of fertility.
Given in
I'I1kazi we
)
Root
haematoma.
is d
blood has been
in vulvar
root
after the
Table 12 - medicines used TBAs whose name is
= sent for and studies ..
were sent to Professor .P.
in labour were tested ford to
tests, and these are
•
ll.lhich were
for
at the time of
Those
affects upon the mammalian uterus. Cruda extracts Ware made
Choosi" No.9 in Table 10) and
overfeddof
Twoa
and tested on the
affects,
to have
to or
10 wereNo.18 in
uterine muscle contractions
Boscia
than those obtained when
to the same ttissue.s.
doses of pitressin wers
effect of 2 different concentrations of Choosi lt which was
the
No.6
of smoke drums6 are5 and
The effect of different volumescollection of plants.
is also
7 shows the effect of an extract of lth1fulatira" i.e. Boacia
of my
of
heve baen takan to
or seewith Leaf' and
).El Table
it,
as Choosi"
obtain
for accurate
of the other 60 d were to havEl any oxy-
any
tests up to the
with any extract from the
have failed to demonstrate
It is not easy to create a with a TBA such that sha is
BEST COpy
.
, .AVAILABLE
, Var'iable print quality
,
••
• •
1
1
I It
80.
of her medicines. TrsuJ.I".l..UII,a .... J.
of the and methods used to maka medicines seem eo be d
even TaAs would tell me
identification were not
such a variety of plants are
were so often
for
also exolains
the attributed uses of a
It
and
the vernacular name,
in the case of 31 and 39 are the same uses mentioned
correlation with the uses of plants
was any
)34.,
All this emphasises what
5 cases wherewere also
in footnote~ to Table
•
were
a number of different herbal medicines must be in use throughout
• and makes it seem likely that
are ineffectiv.e.
maj of the medicines used
two of the used for uterine contractions were
at least in vitro, to have the which t~ere
to have, may therefore seem surprising. However, this is a case
where an immediate and obvious effect is expected of the medicine, a
situation which makes it more that will
result in the of an active medicine. In this , it is
of interest to note that the of with oxytocic effects
the same T8A, and she is one who
She
with her
a notebook
page 148).)
her husband
a traditional doctor (sing
of all the
were both
husband is
was the most
details of the medicines and plants that he used.
of the oxytocic of Boscia s81icifo11a
and of is as Tests of human uterus
are to determine if are oxytocic in the human. It is
8J...
to carry out tests in intact animals to determine if the root extrects
Boscia
be
are active when takenof Boscia
also
of "Choosin 9 will determine if it is absorbed skin and
could be when administered in this way. is
as
the
is known that certain
is of some
are
13 were instructions not to
to
and that the above advice,
was a reasonable way of
to use the abdominal
.. It seemed to me that TBF\s were
at all in
e custom that aIres
to
were
as a
their Illustration 10 shows a TBA the
in which such
However, in view of the
is massage inta the
it seems wise to advise "ChoosP' ,
at , should not be used in this way..
of in the plants
no results, but are still
obtained have as yet
However, one of
..
one of tuhich,
Gilglte
those in this
in a mixture found to
The toxic
to be toxic.
of
Dukes ;;;:,.;;;~.;:.
of
, is
were alsoof
has been
described the
a.ntunesiana
have caused acute renal failure
Roots of a
the
Nevertheless, there
of TBAs fromthat exists for
in character or ara
sp.. a.rs,of
is no doubt of the
dicines that ara either
It seams claar thet any TSA programme should include some of the
/I -
82.
herbal medicines use this involves i the
from its le8ves, seeds or Flowers, or the vernacular term
to it from a For this purpose it be an
a dV2lnt2lQ8
local
i the trainers
with known or
d a of the
a list
s a been for mo~ow~, see Table 13.
o is so it includes
those which have been recorded as
doctor or TaAa in Central
used as medicine tra
IUS ~Unimini La.
I~ction
Poison
) (1955)
Il Chikwani
(1960
y.
IS ?
LBIZlA Oxytocic
Dukes at a136
(1969)
This
thesis
Dukes at a1 36
(1969 )
General
poison
Renal
toxicity
Toxicity
doubtful
Oxytocicen,
Y.
names il
ndi
kakose
Katsitai
Tsitsi-mzukw8 Ch.
LICIFOLIf~
INDIGD SP .. Ch.
(1955)
i\1limbikira Poison This
and U.L.I.!::lC';"
1955)
ACUfl1I Poison
(1955)
DBTUS
..
(1955)
PHYSOSTIGmA
mESOPONTICUfll
? Poison
(1955)
Choosi Y.
(1955)
Ch.. = Chichewa
Y.. = Yao
r~k. = Mkhonde
Lo" = Lomwe
Table 13 - Plants of harmful effects known to be used as
traditional medicine in Central Africa ..
mentione in text Curators of
the
Rerbat'iLlm, Chancellor
The
conducted Professor
the
rimental
describe
Natel ..
collection
from the TBAe, and
carrie out
their
the leafalsotheir use ..
85 ..
a for TBAs it becomes clear that further
if the correct
included in this
some of thisthe purpose of
The three
wes needed on certain
were to be made.
were carried out
before the
and the results
described in sectionsTheit..
described in sections 1 & 2 were both
programme described
were used in
3 took the programme.
of lilalawi, in 1977.
The rationale on which T8A training was
proportion of the 's obstetric
proposed was that
was related
in
that it should be tested from
belief had arisen from
, and it was
•
a
to home
referral
stu of results in a defined area.
of all the known maternal deaths in the Central Ra
aimed to do
of malawi
It was that the results of the analysis would be of value
in other ways as well. the identification of the or
would be of assistance in the of a syllabus
it seemedbe
associated with attempt.ed
timeIn a course
and those most
Course.for a
causes of
home
essential to concentrate the teaching on SUbjects which were of proven
•
~eICOI1d.l), the survey appeared to be
a baseline from which to record
to have value
in the and
causes of maternal and a means of the
of a TBA programme if it was run on e basis.
But theUm~nrlA •in
of this nature in
d the causes of 240 maternal deaths1961 had
1952 to June 1959 at
There had never been any
Rendle-Short
from
time had elapsed since then, the distance betWBen the two countries
and the fact that the deaths'he studied were all from the main obstetric
couldUQan,oa, all seBmed to suggest that the
relevant to the situation in
referral centre of
not be relied upon as
87..
carrie out in of ii1alawi for
which statistics for 1977 are
Surface area
2,
35
60 per
Percentage of
uste d crude
in rural areas
rate - rural
- urban
basis and the
district
in 1977 were one central
on aHaalth services are
facilities of the Central
Kamusu
me
units, the
number ofThe
was 1
two midwives ..
There were 92
small units
bads in the
mission
in 1977 occurred
of
woman's own
or other
these relatives to
live births in the
s carry out
OCCUr in the
her
are often called in
services.
TBAs,
of the
home, where the labour is
relative.
outside the
these
when
relJol~ted
lawi
..
inis no birth or death
maternal deaths are
forms were sBnt in late 1976 to the in of the
and in the and to the midwives of the larger
88 ..
units. Forms \uero also sent to any unit from
where footernal death was T'cnn....... od in the returne , The
of
was
forms was checked
for all
in pregnancy or within 42
of the return
the
on every death
or abortion 1977. This is the
and Obstetrics
even if it
ternalthe
federation of
death heard of was to beFIGO)
definition of
Committee of the
Permissionof a
and in this series no
took the form of second hand
is almost
was carried
tJhere is it relates to
the number of
matter what the outcome, but the
of 28 lJJesks or more duration, no
pregnancy is not include
It tllas in many cases
wasto the condition for which
ry causa of death, so deaths
to the main cause of death. However,
procedures and deaths related to
to
have bean
deaths related to
have been
the main
causes, casas
nota
Some Cases ere therefore described more
one table ..
of deaths due to
include inthan once
the
in which that cause also
cause of death, are
factor was considers to avoidable if it could
avoided facili ties lack of a
was also ....on~ ....r~d as avoidable if it could be achieved the
of a reasonable amount of money. The lack of
advance , or lack of were
de normal efforts
not considered as avoidable. Home
as an avoideble factor, if the
itself llIas nat raqarc:led
to reach care it was sean that she was
There were 118 maternal deaths, 112 in and six at
It is that many deaths occurred at home and
shows
for the must be under-estimate
calculated in af
Table
deaths as well
as for
-~--------------------------------------
births
abortion deaths)
live births
42
42,533
112deaths
rate
live births
dsaths
rste
103
118 abortion deaths
births
Table 14 - births
118 deaths as to cause of death was
are classifia in Table
Causes of death coded
of diseases, 1975, revision.
to the international classification
Causs of death
I. Infectioue and parasitic diseases
011 tuberculosis 2
III. Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases
26D Kwashiorkor 1
II. Diseases of the circulatory system
428 Heart 3
III. Diseases of the respiratory syst~
481
{~85
486
Lobar pneumonia
Pneumonia, unspecified
1
1
1
Complications of ereqnancYe childbirth and the puerperium
633
634
9
9
Ectopic pregnancy
Spontaneous abortion
Placenta
titis or acuta
in pregnancy
complication of
pregnancy
4
7
1
1
1
1
naemia, pregnancy 1
652
653
660 Obstructed labour
1
3
B
91 ..
665..1
del'
of uterus
1
19
1 other immedSate
with
B
12
3 cute renal failure
labour and 2
9 of
2
10
610 tetanus :3
1
embolism 1
674 in
pregnancy
Sudden death of unknown cause
the
1
9 AccLdenba.L
me UJ.I":J.III:ll:>
herbal
7
Table 15 -
Of the 116 cas8s, the in of seven cases
from one was received late and with the cause of
further is d to 109 cases. Of
• four deaths were due to abortion, three to pregnancy
and six others occurred before the of the 28th week of
The shown in Tables 16 and 11 show that the of the
deaths the maternity services had no influence on the pregnancy in the
nor in labour a
established itself home
c:
,e
ttenoed ante-natal clinic 33 32
['Javel'
Not
Q~TQnr!cd ante-natal clinic 42
28
41
27
Table 16 - in 103 cases of
16 weeks' gestation.
Delivered at home
ttI3m~)ted but fa home
21
and 37
full details not known
Table 17 - Home or
maternal
6
in 92 cases 01"
labour occurred.
Seventeen were considers on arrival at
and four die at home without ever
In one of these cases. that of was the
those
where the
them
and
factors,all the
or her homecaused
were
at home 38
Use af medicine 15
1
of blood
steff factars
staff factors
43
:3
26
1
6
:3
an orderin
(
failure to use cervicogra
r""iU~'~Once service
Lack of
or
12
5
18 - factors in deaths.
In ddition to the fectors listed there were other cases where
and had a detrimental
were
not
home took
's condition. These
however as normal efforts to reachconsiders at
actual or
on the
mace [If cases of the
occurra in casss case it seemed that
avoide if come to after
12 ..
it To
of factors, the three non-
deaths haart disease - 2
- 1 ,
13 cases no avoidable five un-
deaths were excluded.. In diced
factors and factors ,uere
to were causative of u~~~ct~ctt that is errors of
the or non-ceusative,
is, errors of omrnission effect of to
Seventeen of the and errors were
to be p compared 35 the case of the
factors considered to be causative wars all Cases
of at home in face of labour or
and this amSI'ges as the most factor of
19 the of death in the 109 cases.
Home
Rural
6
:5
transfer to district
with
2
39
3
__4_. _
Place of death in
attempted home
The main causes of death are nOll!
on the effect of actual or and
an
There ware 28 cases where was the main cause of death t
of or and
8 cases
casas uare of canta , and one could not
classified. nt an avoidable factor in three
casas. af the latter twa were
casas ..
Six of these delivered at died was
both
,U;:::,u.I..\,,<ol,
occurred
toin
hours after
on admission.
36
for
12 casas
or actual horns d a role in five out of
had an..
had delivered at home was
of 11Jhom ha had
'I"'I"omn'l"°d homo
die
r~nother pa tient
Two others
12 cases.
soon
a
dee tus ,
die almost
13bour
dmission an
ps tiant UJho 48 hours , had
the caeserean She
occurred the main
staff in this
..
case where death
deeths were classified as
uterus also occurrod in
due to rUIJttH'sd
as to were thus 20 out of a of
18 Ceses ere available for
due to of a caesarean seer..
One seVen were
para were para and were para
th~,ir utorus at
1
medicinE.
thefour others because
three ware
'9t
cases, 72 hours ..
The cases de;sc!~~bi8d here any where labour was allowed to
in
97"
of obstructioo whether to
~ or other causa. Cases
uterus t There were 18 cases available for
d classified as shown in Table
Shoulder 1
6
1
i\ccidental
2 herbal
Pulmonary embolism
1
1
20 - of cause of death in
18 caaes of obstruoted
Sixteen ~ one did not, in
CrlSE is not records The of lahour at
in 11 cases uas 14 in
hrs" in one hre. in five, and over 48 in
"
moribund on arrival evidence
achieved as ahourn in Table
------------_._-----------------,-,-~-
caesarean section
3 vacuurr; 1 assisted breach
1
1
1 died
-----------_.---,--,,---------------~---,-----,,---------
Table 21 - method of delivery in 18 cases of obstructed
labour"
The causes of death in most cases were either obstetric
or shock or ~P~~~Q, ileus Dr anaemia.
s in their herbal medicines the
ante-natal and while in aI'S
made from roots or bark. Seven were classified as
from harbal medicine. The in each
case was ma de basIs .. It was in each case the
or of the doctor looked after the
Four cases occurred in mission and three in
district of the cases he d in common for a
clinical to emerge"
1 .. aborted at horne. She then became const~pated and took
local medicine to relieve and severe diarrhoea
Q~nnn~d before admission but the She
was found to be
and she died
and to have
acute renal failure.
.. l':Inuria occurred
para 5 was admitted at 28 weeks' of severe
abuu,"uuCl ..... for two The abdomen was distended and there was
next she he a of a live
after she was found to be in shock. Naso-
suction 1 litre of fluid and green and black
contents continued to be sucked up. In the last four hours of
there was
labour in a mission
became dominal • and had
ftar four of this, she went into labour and s
delivsred with minimal blood loss. However, she sHemed weak, and on
admitted to takan 2 of herbal medicine
for ttuO • Gaseous ab distension tuas then noticed
and within an hour of she became shocked.
suction was but she died 14 hou~s later. Bacterial shock
hsve
•
,A. para 8
that no source of infection was idantifie
at home and took herbal medicine for seven
days to treat this. The however continued. She then luent
into labour and at home came to
She was in shock and continuously vomite a dark fluid said to be
similar to the medicine she had besn Other herbal medicine was
seen in the and on the vulva. She was drated and anaemic
and there was intrauterine death. n internal version and breech
extraction was carried out and a macerated fetus
would have been better. She died without out of
shock ..
of the second twin which was still
ue~~v~k~d a first twin at home and came to the nextpara 6
with a shoulder
alive. n easy caesarean section was performed. On the first post-
she started a brownish black On the
second she became pyrexial and died while still
blood-grained vomitus. nasa-gastric tube had not been passed.
There was no proof that she had taken herbal medicine but the doctor's
diagnosis was poisoning medicine.
para 5 had a retained centa after home •
removal was the next day in On the 6th post-
she developed a pyrexia of 3SoC but was otherwise
While sitting outside she vomited green fluid and
of herbal medicine was not proven, is knoen
it is taken even in
embolism, the other U.J..dl!IIU;:;>..l.l:>, is
In all of these cases cc rt be other
diagnoses but as stated accidental herbal
dicine was the or of the doctors
the , and of the six cases I wes able to
to the doctor concerned for
that emerges is one of a toxic on the
The
5 cases and abdominal in the 6th, and
in two. In three the volume vomitus was commented
on with its as brown or in colour is
of an of the was
the terminal evant in
that same local dicines have a toxic nd
the tract, in on the stomach is
that of the seven other cases the series
where the of herbal was but was
to another cause, was a feature of the condition in
four, and of these were said to be amounts. ~nothar
and two litres were removad when a
tube was passe
of another who took herbal medicine but whose
death was classifie to other causes is worth para 6
had at home Came to three !.iJesks a
terminal failure. Her vulva was ba excoriated the USB of
local medicine and for want of another clear CaUse renal cause
herbal to be in a
caused a similar death from renel failure in a non-
in Central in 1978 and acute
renal dicinas in Central frica has bean
DUkes, Dukes, Gordon, Davidson 1969
Thirteen patients died of in three others
uterus and these cases ara not included.
is almostt sixteen cases ararole, so
in
It is not cIsar as to whether the
home
in
tetanus allwere three cases of
to once appeared.. home
era to blame.. Dna was known not to have attended ante-natal
clinic, in two this information was not recorded.. It cannot be
said therefore as to whether routine tetanus immunisations at ante-
natal clinics WQuld have
The
other cases
cases, in
Ofthese deaths.
to occur at horne in
the source was notin three, and in
of are shown in Table 22 ..
5
2
2
6
at 1
at
Caesarean
Cestructiv8
Table 22 - method of in 16 cases of maternal death
d uterus ..
1C2 ..
This shews that no luho had a in a
of three who came stra to at the
d of had caesarean
cases of anaemia are considered here anaemia
to blood loss excluded..
Six died of aneamia.. The luas known in
Casas and was 3.. and in tnlO 5 .. In
anaemia was recorda as a relevant Of these
Three died in the ante-
after
Two of those..
and one in the same way
three had attended ante-natal
d before labour and seven after
ten,
natal
died
an abortion,
very anaemic
the of the in the
Four deaths were classified as
about 1 per 10 deliveries, urh.i.ch is a
to abortion. This is
low incidence. In one
induction of a missB abortion.
case death was due to uterine It this
three others were all
11 three deLave d before
a further two
casesofadvanced in two before
a faecal fistula after
ferral to the
, but it is not certain
amiss weI'S carried out a a district
was indicate after the first
this advice. The last patient
wasbefore admission. Herfor 12
whether the
had been
There were six other deaths associated with pregnancy or
abortion but were clascdfie to their main causes these
accidental herbal
heart , anaemia, tuberculosis and
of pregnancy.
were three deaths, which a death of 7 per
.. One for several
after the onset of and was very ill when she arrived at
She proved to have the rata condition of an infected
pregnancy. was the avoidable
Three deaths were associated with
This an anaesthetic death rate of 0.7 per
of anaesthesia ..
There were 21 deaths associated with, but not due to
caesarean section.. The of births carried
caesaraan
on an
Seven of the
cases of
, all the cases alree
de,attlS' •
SU(:}Qested
can be classified as 'associated deaths'~
the classification
Dea.ths in
can be classified as
into
tUbercul,os,!a, one of three of heart and
one of
of due to
accident in pregnancy.
can be classified as 1
the three cases
deaths' ..
of these and the few miscellaneous 'pregnancy deaths'
are as the numbers are small factors
few ..
is will
to the maternal area
and exact rala
It is nOW8ver,
in concern
introduction health has chance of
the so ..
of
deserve
haaml::lrl:'h€lga~
seen to belabour canano
has
attention in a
labour at home,
tio-placenltsI8, an even
could lass
deaths from difference in
those in
in this series 15 from
ths
herbal medicines course?
such did.nes cause lack
to substitute the
iss do
in
UCf-'i-'......cat.f.on of medicine, which some
dvice
lecal abdominal
a reasonable should however, told of the
of adverse effects from oral herbal dieins one uhich
is dv Lce to the USB of medicines
s often look
this effect would be
the of medicine as that didns is
t can be learne from
is that herbal medicine
recourse to
until normal
suction~
of
this should
to effective of salt
series that this latter fact was
10SS8S
in
intravenous
•
that
was
, some herbal medicines have toxic the
~ and it advisable to maintain accurate urine records
so t the correct can as soon as occurs.
This ~)eaths has ncce for
dicina, in
also a the in
1It is that there is increased incidence of
in smal1uomen, an that this results in them
rate of Caesarean section than women of normal
For this reason 1t was to teach TBAs to measure their tbnts
encoursf]e small women to go to a clinic for their
HowBver it was not cartain what the critical should be. To
chosen too lOlt! a waul have meant an increased risk for
of small llIomBn who UJould have ttanded for
To have errs
to refer such a
other
numher of their
that
that
s d be
urou.Ld
and have besn to the instructions. No
survey f the of uJOnan had been conducted
in to dance and therefore the
The ante-natal cards of oonsecutive at
of Kamuzu C8nt1'211 in 1977 were
examf.na the recorded..
The oase notes of in in 1977
\uero examine to select 50 consecutive patients lIlhose were
kno\un Caesarean for one of the
indications: 1 contracts
elective repeat Caesarean sections for this roason,
labour. of these
mean of tho ante-natal Hies 5 ft ..O.8in.
154. cm. and that of tho patients delivered Caesarean section ~3S
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The di is
Of 1.8 ..
of
..3 em" ft .. 11 ine ..
152 .. end 5 ,,9 em.. are
Under C 10
147 ..3
5
9 em .. 128 1,2..7 39 18
75 25 60
47 15 ..7 20
26 7 17
..
11
1
em"
_________________. ,~ ~ 0,_,_,,0.
23.. d
fall
.l..UUJ.:'I::l:::'"
clinic were excluded this
socia-economic
102 in
difference the
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The ante-natal whose were recorded be
of the as a whole nor of the who
attend TBAs whose mana(~Bn1en!t the results were intends
were, however, the most
purpose ..
accessible group to for
To have selected a group of patients who d delivered in
and looked at the outcome in relation to the
best have the additional information of the
chance of a Caesarean section for the indications
for women of However the of
mho had not attended the d not have
been known and SO the group not have been much more
the of women.. likewise, some Caesarean section
could not be included in this series because their was
not
these deficiencies in mind the
from luhich a decision Can be de. If all under:::: ft.
,,4 em. ware to I'r8 the a ,-,clrnxima
of their at the same time
cantaIn of 'Jaticmts th$'
Caesarean section for reasons connects
sent oat.Lant.s
the advice
it considered that under
best compromi.sa"
Section 3.
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The TBA and routine drug proph¥lax~.
haamatoloqical studX.
I,ntroduction,
One which has not bean and on which no work
has d from elsewhere, is whether it is necessary or
desirable for the T8A to be supplied with to to her
in the ante-natal period.
question of whether it is necessary to iron and
folic acid routinely at ante-natal clinics is open to Y4~U"'CI
However, it is not within the scope of this thesis to enter into a
review of the literature on this subject.
38Lawson (1971) states the generally accepted vieUJ that iron
medication is usually "'c;u..... .I..~.d in the tropics, where
hookworm infestation is heavy. Also, that in areas of endemic malaria,
prophylactic anti-malarials are necessary to anaemia from
and that, SUlppriEimEln1;ation with folic acid is
usually indicated. In the absence of a local on the
of pregnancy anaemia and in the face of both hookworm and endemic
malaria, it has been the practice in malawi to follow such teaching.
However, although this may be deemed an for
mater.ity clinics, it cannot be assumed thereby that it should be
practised TBAs. There would be considerable of incorrect
therapy , and the cost of would be
This investigation which was carried out with the of Or. •
Tozer, Central
was therefore planned to compare the fin in TBF\
and ante-natal clinic patients. From this LIla to determine
110.
whether the of TB~\s are at a in not
asthe iron, folic acid and
ante-natal clinics in
blood were taken between October 1978 and
District either
at the home of one of three TBAa,
in the
or
ma from1979
clinics to the
fees
at the five
The ante-natal and
and from similar
homes of these
the TBAs were similar to the clinic fees. Neither the TBAs nor the
who wers of 32 weaks'
ware excluded.
clinics were warned of the visit. Bloo wasstaff of the
taken from the first
or over. Those with
was recorded when
were aske if had also attended a
•
and
was taKen from each
received there was
had been referred fram a
and any me
were asked if
medication also recorde
mI. of venous
PCV, thick and thin were all done the same
Serum was store
the South African
frozen until sent, within two weeks, to
for medical Research, , for
serum folats and
and 38 were and
~~~~",ated from appearance andfor age many cases
circumstantial facts), and The distribution in
both groups was similar. The mean which are also similar are
recorda in
•
27
38 22.92
27
2.92
Table 24. 98 , and of T8A and clinic patients.
clinic had attended or been referred to a clinic <3
This could have results in a biased if a had
been referred on of anaemia .. 11 lived in rural areas
and there lUas no
the two groups ..
difference in the socia-economic statue of
Patients
Table
pre,scrUJe d are in
On iron On
Total
no" Yes No Yes Yes
27 5 22 ) 0 27 5 22
38 34(3D) 4(4 22(21 ) 32 6
had serum levels
and one TBP\
Tabla 25 .. in pregnancy to
112.
Patients weI'S considered to bs haematologically normal if
the criteria were .. ~ lCl serum iron ) 11
serum .). 5 ).Ig/litre ; se rum 812 ~ 400 no
) on thick or thin no other significant
on Those who fell below these levels are
summarised in Table 26.
TBA
Clinic
Total no"
Serum Serum Serum abnormal-
iron folate on thin
l.4lmol 5)1g film
Total Hb /litre mps+ microscopy
no" lOgl~
27 5 3 10 2 2 0
38 5 6 5 3 2 0
65 9 15 5 4 0
of abnormalities in
TBA and clinic patients.
The final table relates the abnormal haamatological findings to
prophylactic See Tabla 27.
113 ..
Hb < 5
Clinic
5
Receive any or all
iron, folate,
Serum iron
<'11
Received iran
Serum folate
<.. 5 )1g/1itre
Received folate
Serum 812
Table
o
2
o
1
10
o
2
o
5
--_..._..._---
2
2
6
3
5
1
:3
o
Clinic patiente.
This small survey was based on circumstances as we found them in
the field. They were not ideal. Tha standard procedures in
clinics in is to iron, (180 mg.)
and folic acid (750 meg) daily given in divided doses, and chloroquine
300 mg. base weekly. As Table 25 shows, this is not always done, due
114.
, to Even tlihen are available, it
is not certain that the patient Two
patients a_~~i~Yi~U_L) on nevertheless had a
lui th a low serum iron, four lllere
oral as Brs to compare the
of one set of conditions with another it is not relevant
the same proportion
thatTheactual medication was received.
abnormalitios occurred in
toto
valid.
26 and that
27) are
as clinic
altar the incidencedid
of Ta[\
Serum folats levels are the to the latter statement.
These ar-e not bast indication of folate status in pregnancy, but it
1.8 that of 22 patients folate SUIPp:l.arnerlts, only
contrast, of 43 not receiving
patients had
001 than the TBA patients. But it
on to show such an association.
serum fole
, 10 ha a low
was not the purpose of this inves
one had a low serum level.
It was
and as none
we
or differences that were sought
had a serum folate of less than 3~
to be the , or a film
melg8il(lbJLa~~tIJS;is, it Can be said that no difference of
was found between the two groups.. It can therefore
be conclude that the on medication had
serum folate but that it was not to show whether this
was of in anaemia. However as in most
only I to of ar.aemi8~ small
studied uras to contain a significant number with overt
These anaemia must
therefore be as
can be drawn from the vitamin In
not
cass, Jhitfield
true tissue
has shown thet low
of the vitamin but are a
do
with a
fAg/Ii tre orof
that theThs
all had serum folete
result of folate de
low vitamin
leas may result from this association between the two
Of the 10 had a Hbbelow 10
three, two of whom were
with anaemia,
of theand theabove 9
one
1ha a
but none were anaemic
J was 7.8
Four other patients had
had a
that
It is
in the
low Hb J none he
none had a very
aa
she was also
under
8rB not at a serious
It seems
nons had a
one
TBA
concluded
true for many other areas and
serum
It is
In both groups of
will
area of
a vary
serum
that, rather than involve the s and
and folic acid with all the attendant hazar-de that this
, it would De better to teach them
of anaemia and to refer anaemic
in a
clinical aids to the
to the
116 ..
The assistance by the eteff of the South Institute
for medical Research in out the serum level estimationsis
luas as follows ..role iflt this
and drew up the .. I
1 initiated
took all the
blood and the bath at TBi1e' and ante-
natal clinics. The haemoglobin, PCV, and thick and thin films ware
this and at times assisted with the
and I
of tha films.
tch of the serum to
of the blood
Kamuzuofcarried out in the
'8 role was to arrange the
JOhannIBs.bLlrq, and to carry out microscopic
Ths final for the investigation were decided in consultation
draft of tile
and the
copy of tneTheprepared
TheTozer ..with
was prepared me ..
papal' on
ma as first
has bsen for with
117..
the
programme for a numbsr of was
that its effectiveness and cost should be recorded snd
It was intended that this would be of assistance in the
of a national programme ..
to TBA. will first be reviewed with sEme comments on its
relevance to the situation in In the second of this
of educational methods for
carried out on behalf of
thethro
i]lprk in o.t.her countrie.s..
The results of two
sn idea of the
Verderese end Turnbull that of 64 countries that
had anTB,£\t:o a
programme as that had none.. Of the 24
programmes data is for 20 nins ere listed
as either an to rea and write or an school
..for
younger
of the countries
to the programme and five of these ahou, that
as mell as older t'Jomenf are
These facts that these countries are
could not be called TBAs.
certificate for
women of 21 or
were from fries, course in which was for 18-20
with school and months
not be described as a course for T8As. The Central frican
118"
a 3-week course for TB'\s is a
nother 18 countries in frica was
• In this csss seven or the
contacted schemes.
methods. In t for
once avery tillO weeks for sessions,
leone a 3-week course illaS run. Neumann,
in Sierra
, Ofosu-
197[1 listed details of for several eastern
countriss that India,
of
are so different
describe the dais s
role in
and Rei
their role, social
TSA that it cannot
India ,
to
in
the of s programme in
In feet, the central
S6em relevant and is
of their
later.
programmes in ~,frica are few. midwives
since 1921, the
sltatus ttlis 1976 •
course for establishe years
a course io , for
18-25 trained vil1ac,;a dwifa earns hor title and can
measure blood pressure, carry out urine tos t s
f!1edicines. the ;Jrogrammo of the
ds do re1evanC8 to a
frican on
a list of
s Com85 frmn ..
J in
Health and to
of the
been carried out
to evaluateprogramme anda
frafT, the
and describe characteristics of
There closs resemblances to in
more
~~hana
and females 4.
to result in
1 to
will be
that there ware
meles
These
s toof
fewer
in Ghana
par year ..
of and
to be d
..
these and other sources
are mentionad
in
of the
meka
in
to understand and make use of
is sotheir
t it is
all references was the
but most useful
oint
sU~IQe:stedthe
msde from
(1975
the Danfatraditional
i\mnl!"1~ Nicholes, and
for
in Brazzaville .. Under
an sets
120.
The of s involvBs the i
into The more
the culture of the and TBAs luith
Cultural
araas of the
are to succesdlmora
connection with pregnancy and birth.
and she contrasts the secluded\lJorld are
home
deSicr:i.bed Read 1966
the of nsar relatives the
situation of the
mid-
cultural
• in
the need to
in
~ there should be avoidance of
it
in 111exico~
Three main
unnecessary this should be
so not in a programme~ but in aa
liJould enable the and to the
with more tolerance" C:;""r-nnrn \f, slements 0 f local
can be seen to be should be d..
of which are and
do need r-nmh;:lT_ be
I
to await
cultural
of the
that the outcome
one
thet is the
cesss in
to be combats the enabled to
cases 8rB her capaci.ty, and which should
a 1974 mention the proper of
the and the way of or the cord may be
121.
and herbs
there..
certain foofact
and after
and
for her
to the
interference with local f natura unless
reasons ..
of s thsJJorld is
In f'r-Lea six out of 18 countries
.l.mClsg€:ma, 1976
VerdereSB and
f and from 64 countries
26 or
or soma form of in selects
six different forma
determined
of
forThe details of the
to the common\uith
concerned..
and to can d
of Traditional Birth ••
Office for frica (
a
as auscultation fetal tones,
sioe of
Thase an other suggssted appear to
of a
The
, the
which usa
The 's status in the of some
attention to threB
• t the 's traditional
~ tha \uay in
cone.i osr a programms to her status the
Ws attitude has
out that the We response to
the
her clientele
She believescOmmiUl"1li t;y ..
be a
in the
to
vary with her
social
decision as to
area or not. Neumann .;;:.;;;....;;.,;;;;. 1974 concurs this
and feel soma in TBA programmes may have resulted
of thair and social In
this cause for ~ as
theduewas
commlurl~t;Y'a attitude to a
their belief that
programme in
of the
and Rai 1971
the
programme~
of a
UnallJare ths value of the programme and some
families 33 evan to the services of a traine
"
useful that the views of the Must be
if necessary ..
and health \1.IOr"er8
It seems
her s
these
after
and
the
a nSlJJSI'S"
not to reduce the dai in her
for steffis
cmi..J-LUVtJ'IZIW but torole
aofthe
123.
to act in that. sif themselves
time
will coma
(1974)57
be necessary to
but other staff
This may not be easy.
would-be
orogr8~~Mc, and it
not
source, resaarchers in Pakistan
in some service
obstetrici:sns the benefit of
d 58 of may be
societies, and it seems clear from she says tllst
association which trained form educated and urban
their is to increas
•
seems to me much more to have such an effect if
efforts
act in a
front of others
nner
like a
her
~u~~.~~y~,~. rather than a
tion of whether or not should be any incentive
them to in schemes needs careful
UnwantG to avoided. Verdersse
list a nurnDer
kits, uni tsndance, cas incentives
modest no information as to the
incentives had had on the nee of the
programma described
received a certificate, sometimes
and
kit and even
had
But it \liaS a in e.ttitude of the other
efforts aima at the which d success in
the en and not extra incentives. This still tells us however very
, ? It
.J.., .• '-t.
about incentives 2n it to
tha is a
of on
carrie and later"
another of
is that of evaluation of the
1914 mention the lack of information in
search of the literature I unable to find any
results such as of Dsrinatal
~ the number of conducted before or after or
the number of referrals made the
programmes inclUde in
or
"
I
functions were to recruit women for the
service orogramme in countries to
encourage
s t
a in
The role us t
, 1\80'1ichit
on the of an international
125.
WElre: quick
shortin reduced
d in more than onei
of enthusiasm
of
s to carry out the QUU~Lc;d of them in 1'018.
a lesson be learna from this thet
find if
attanck'1nce at a :;rogramme the
called upon to .. It is of the
of incontives, that in one
were better results than snother where thare
only
use of
(1976 64, in his
very
..
there hes
work in
programmos in 18 frican countries,
In
s
survey of Tar
motivators.
for such work, however
T8/\a in Ghana had more interest
and Ghana as
T31\S IT'ay have use
1976
of
to pregnancy and a
f the standard maOSUI'8S
J2
of traditional societies, also
is not easy .. It is certain
is inefficient in this
rec:oqnie.ed is accen
medical trestment does as
idoas about the causes of illnsss Rea 661966
the a I
can villa
to accord tho
a modern doctor or
have to
tuarker
fact that our of cure and tuill
to encounter this sort of
of
the programme that
edUCation to
to some
of Paulo Friel'S are first
But it was in an of the use of ds
education Therese 1971 1 advice
obtained. Friel'S saBS form of education 8S almost
tion in which some men others
8 is of violence. The means
to alienate men from their
is to them into • From this it follollis that he
127.
advocates education j and of a group
with a
of the
so that the
, and
themselves seek out the
reach an awareness of
as s should do to the Friere'$ methods
includes the identification of what he calls limit situations in the
them with an illustration
commluriit;y's life: that is, situations which
hence have become fatalistic
cannot and
of this and group interaction the thomselves can
achieve a ne\., awareness of their situation, an realise that
could do about it. This had obvious to our
the bad results of their methods of mid-
couldthatIt seemed..
to make TBAs aware
were not
this method reach the conclusion that
difficult cases would be beneficial to their
with us
~ then we would
indee d have been
of TBAs can be seen to be more
ilJOmsn about
it could constitute
a feu./
vieu
Carried aut without due
"
From Friere's
the act of
of mi
which he out is more to end in
he
of the rather than their
wllich can be d
In contrast,
the use of
and en attitude of and with the
that are 8 little difficult to grasp andThese aI'S
action but did the 800,L'02ICh taken to the
into
programme"
a commitment to the above it seemed
that some of the held cultural beliefs would be
In their book 1!Communication of and
128.
Shoemaker (1971)69 des c r i be othe r i nnovations at tempted in developin
co ntr ies, and make i t plain that t his would be so. 70They also s how
that the rate of a doption of an i nnovation is r el ate d to i t s compatabi l i t y
wi th the cult ural beli e f s of t he society, thus emphas i s ing the need t o
exami e the content of the pr ogramme caref ull y from thi s point of view .
They des cr i be some further fa c t or s whi ch can i nf l uence t he chances of
s uccess , one of whi ch?l is t he extent t o whi ch t he client ( in our case ,
the T A) s ees the change agent ( the t r a iner) as be ing similar to, or
homophi l ous wi t h , t hemselves. The more their eliEfs , va lues,
education and s ocial stat us a re different, and the more het e r ophi lous
t he trainer is , the less likely t hey a re to accept tho teac hing t hey
receive. The i deal T8A trainer would t hus be a midwife who had had
a vi llage backg r ound, was at least as old as t he T8As t hemselves , a nd
was her self a mother . Empat hy , defined as t he ab i lity of an i ndividua l
"Change age nt success is
to pr oj ec t he r self i nto t he role of an other, was cl ear y another valuable
asset to be looke d f or i n a pa t e tial trainer of TBAs. Rogers and
~h k k 1· t· 72~ oema er rna e a genera ~sa ~on •
pos i t ively rela t e d t o his client orient ation, r ather t han to cha nge
agency or ientat ion" . Putt ing t his i nto practi ce the trainer s houl d
see t hings f r o l t he TBA's point of vi ew, regarding h ~ rself as a f r i end
of t he TBA' s with t he role of helping her overcome diffi culties, r at her
t han as a hospi ta l worker i ntent am chan ging t he T8A's pract i ce .
The natur e of our teac hing and the way i n whi ch we handled our
mat e r ial was of relevance t oo. The degree to whi ch the TBAs pe r ceived
. f I to . t 73 t tt he new i deas as be~ng a r e a ~ve a ovan age a e wou d e Ffect the
extent t o whi ch t hey a dopte d t hem. Thus, f or example, it was det er mi ne d
to pro j ect t he i dea of r ef erring patients to hospi tal when diffi cu l t i es
129.
outcome,
•
of
it IJJDuld have
successful
in a way which shows what arlUQntQnQI~
she would thereafter
we relieved her of the trauma and
to the
arose
The or the to which new ideas are
as to and USa also effects their rate of a
and it wes necessary to ensure that unnecessary details were omitted from
the programme.
lJindreas (1973 J another on this Bct,
stresses, like the others, the need for communication to be an exchange
and on a basis of
Countries" he
which is common among
In his book
the nature of concrete
of information, conducted as a
illiterates, and the difficulties this poses for the field
more than the other I is able to offer some tools
of that a person has reached will
to understand new and thet certain basic,
outHeto salva the communication
the in the
determine his abili
havs
, 90of conservation of mass or
u",,,,,, ...ooe d inarB often not
ovsr the
that if a Bet or of fluid
are unable to SBe that its mass or volume has d
BrEI to say that it has become either smaller or It can
be sesn that this would causa considerable l\!han IlJsre
or where the volume
in
make the undar-
Even the
havB a..
araa, which one can rea
of
of blood
130..
new
of a line
to be
is
line can be shown
and it thus is not
either vertical Dr
of a
to
How could be to measure the of their ante-
natal That the illiterate has a limited to count
with them, but
to their failure to under-
of numbersg that is, that the number
anyonemade
of
that this is linkedmakes the
the
is an
of the ects in a group remains the same of hoUJ are
of such
up or moved
It is clear that the
to the proper unders of any form
is essential
extension programme be it in
or , and the trainer or must
allot some sessions in his programme to the structuring of concepts ..
The same testa with which the lack of these can be demonstrate
are one means this, as the tends to
occur as a result of the brain stimulated exposure to related
Yet another found amonqa t
those from a dull rural
is pictorial illiteracy??
where there has been little
It makes sense that the
to learn to read pictures is not inherent in us, but learned
that cause confusion need not be elaborated, but
.. The characteristics of and eVen
's conclusion
.. He shows that of all forms of
eliminate
t that is,
are the most
with all non-essential details
understood, and that if visual aida are
found to be essential in
of this
tra programme, then should be
132 ..
District
end each
to and fromfreewere
, fiftesn from
at the Kamuzu Central
in four groups of three or
and
were
a course of
Between
were
course lasted two weeks.
the COurse. No cashthe course and
incentive was
board and
but were with some at the
end of the
The
the
\!las held in a
unit.
room close to, but isolated
from chairs, tha rOom
\!las with the items that a TBA's rOom
contains - a bed and a The that tha TBA
with at the end of the Course \!ISS in the room
becamethe course soand used
acts ..
\!las to be
and
familiar
the residential course, each TBiC\ \!ISS visited at home
one or more of the
at theseIJJas
the next nine months
furtherwho ha d traine d
on three occasions
visits. visit was made between eight and nine months after
residential course for the purpose of the results.
and not
criteria were used..
have her cum
The
The T8A
be
She should do at least six deliveries per
It was
locations
arranged that those should be from
the
e
Four were selected as trainers, two of were also
with
and avadIab-
of the
were
in thed a
to which
the choice,
also
Thehealth nurses.
for the whole
TSAs was considers when
final choice" 1 acted as co-ordinator and leader rather then a
To prepare the trainers for their task e series of were
held in the two months fore the courea .. The to the course
was
fa IBraetices
methods base on the material inand
2 were devised. Our attitude to the
conflict were discussed..
to
5 Section
and the ways of
was carrie out in a of luays discussions,
work and demonstrations in the wards and labour room of the
, and soma
classroom Almost no wEn::e use d. tLihen black-
board usa were used with cars to ensure that
were
was prs'Jsred to
worklos d and results, her knowle of mi
information about the
and the herbal
medicines Illas in the habit of
134.
was very
and knmde and
in the
them in their
with the
and use
of the
were ones to which ws
would also act aa a test of both
anslllerknolJJ
Therefore theto teach ..
that TB~'s
dadIt \JiBS
"a ca,.J""~"""W
the
fashion in thea
..at the end of their
This was
the same
or two of the course, any had been
nine after the course, in the TeA's home,
aame words as on
the T8A a score for: answers Illas to make an as:sel!:lS!1lenlt
what she had
answers were marked tha way :
Q was awarded for an answer that was wrong or
1 was awarded for an answer that some
was not as aa the
2 was awarded for answera that ware as as or
The
the
, the
answer.
answers, and some
, are shown
to
1 '"::c:
~"')~'.
of a normal
correct answer need
not usa the
at all but be described
is it to
before
I
12
of the )
her
If the uterus to
hard. the
answers
to the
for
labour?
to manage in
very
abnormalities in labour
you refer the to
presentatiol t transverse
or
to naaa
__!'1..._. ""'~,_,_. _
Do you
the head of the
to deliver
If yes,
, no
No, or a useless or
procedure ..
Useful procedure but not
2. Put pressure on the head
to sudden
to
--~-_._---
Tell her not to too
hard.
___, . ._.....__·...,,_._.w_, _
that a woman isHolU can you
Jhat do you do if the is not
Good
of the
firm and
sand
to the
0.are the
__ ll'''''1'lS .1 .... .~ • ....
causes of stillbirths? I. Less than three
answers.
J.... ans15.1ers e e '"
, cord
anta-
at. the
to take wash and the
a clean bed or
do YOu think it is Dirt germs which
cause infections.
Garms carrie ..
eyes
correct answer",tell
bloc
a moman is
..
or hands,
or oedema ..
~--------------"'----------
thewho is
short bloo aeswers send
or
her the
from the ante-natal
dvise her to eat
meat and green veQe~taol,es..
--------------,_._-_._---------------
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is inbleed from
---"----------------------------_..~,---
before of the , or in
causes some
time in hee
too ;Joor
a very of
answers
..
incontinence
in
____~~,_JII_* _
bofore labour
a woman is
labour, or to go to
or back
Send her for
..
before labour
to havaa worrlSn is
goes labour
or arm come down
across the
-----~,~,. , .. __.,,------_._~_.,--.._.-_.__.------,_._---_._.._~---
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Answer
What be to two
her care for i
small
feed it
it
take it to
----,--
answer
of
What is the causa of
2. mention of
to
1.
2 .. foo
that
child can and
d
fruit,
Some of the drawn this d on
the answers which the s gave to the at the
of
HoUl many do you per month'?
Is the number of you ara
out dacreasi,nq, or the sarna?
many did you refer to last
.. .. ov:.i...... oe
j
iv:luu
..%e 0"
1f;:" ·
0- 11" il' o 1If • ..,.«
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for TliAs tuas before tho first course and
altered "'''''r''r,,,,rH
courses.
to the d it and
final is shown in I.
no formal programme of lessons Ules prepare to ensure that
it UJas cover-s informal method of to be and
the nes to tailor trs to the needs and of the
TBAs and to lessons militated the latter
in order to maintain a record of ect
to alloiu us to thE) programme '3 record
car as shown in 9 UJas USB t tho Bnd of a session
the trainer woul tick the mentioned or demonstrated
so that the extent to UJhich a s d been covered at
ny tims in the course could be seen ..
ny of the of mi were the
of the TBAs to understand or utilise and such
evoided so that would not cause confusion .. These included
the
rate
Fetal heart rate
in connection with the are mentions below ..
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to be
1 treatment
a labour
for
toshe
..
for a
the saf'a of
safe methods of a to be able
is it rei"erred
come to realise that she
have excellent results her
cases is because of
existw~despirEiadhealth servicas
far
facilities
s
results of their deliveries
course to use form record the
as was
UJsre il1itara .. HOWRUR'l', all
tiV8
or it to
a tick ..
, . ..., -
..
,. - c-s-
I.
dvisits.
as
to record
that most first
It
referred
tick for one It
to refer a either a
whole therefore
25 resulted
12
to
ssociation see
Illustration 12.
* Available from LC,
30 street, London
:ost,
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d
relatives act as
a at
see
she ha sent in
basic
in the course is ..
or to
trained in such is taken
skills is
without
therefore nee to
course with
;:lractice.
d the
lao, a
for at theto
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ATTENDANTS COURSE
NAME tl:l;:i? Agu.~.i? ~~gP,.'~.;r.§ ..
account \!las
-; /: "7
.,i;,." ..v .....'.
of all
Items from Government stock \!Isre casted and entered in the
account
record of recorded on
some so thet the covere
programma could ba calculate
Some to months after tha course affects tvara
arsl a sat
of recor-ds
out the
of
thair at the
are
cost course aI'S also
s their
course ero
Correct 178
9
_,__._....I ._u. '!.__...... _
Tabla 28 The results of 23
asked ..
on
The scores \lJere examined to see whether her answers
had or This showed that a better answer was
145 ..
166 cases an anSU.H3r in cases and a worse in
cases. scors.. Two,
less half ..
lowsst scoras when the was
time, three
the second
scores the
second
three were in the
uJith the
first
the answered
of
was
15
did
visits
results of
at
of
to
charts well ..these
the
of course said their Ulor!",
ana seid it was e~~.~
ware aaked this said
estimated their and for all 15
1 par yaar.. 1
which
can would some in
were no maternal deaths the .. In the
records the , 1 mere recorded with 22
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ths. This a rate of deliveries.
cannot as the number of twins not
•
the visits, ,uara avery
a asked to details of any
occurred. In almost every case seams have acted
and most deaths to , or
macerated stillbirths or were ha
occurre s In vieu! rather poor
thesB deaths caul
death rata of the ~
to tuhare the s mark, twas 27"
deliveries OVBr tho same d.
the yaar befora course the s estimate that had
referred 16 to However, raferre be the wrong
refused to
in bed condition and did not
it
because sha
use
assist har to to In the months after course
rocorde 59 roferrals, or average of ::J per year.
59 referrals ma included ante-natel as well as those
these tients came to the
in a
of, a
I was unablo to
eaw the commonest reasons for
I saw them,
Frem
in ante-natalforI':: 1
It
as allferro patients diad in
section, labour
f these
of at sta ..
write short note, written someone
.'!1
f:J t/ LL__
their
lluetration 17; tho referred to
at hours labour
Ol.'csen;;;.ation and
Caesarean section and
was
thes
contracted
some occasions the their
to middle of the some their
in Excellent
were established betwsen the and the
11 the that had boen issued was
when an was carrisd
and the eurround-
in cases.
wera in use~ wes often
short ..
were and used 12
te use
the hed baen 100l<ed
TOAs had been issued with for the
and seven them he been issued with a
stove with which to the
others were to sterilise the in their own on I.tlood fire ..
us unoertain as to often the
end the cost in
rather reduced the value of the stove ..
t the anyone or more of s8veral metho
of 8ss83sment
babies IlJsre
for
ware observe
uterus was All but two of the
to be their tra to Usee It was
that many were not rod not
to whose em. If
sop many more than 59 have been re'Ferre
One whose ways en
She was the one of the 15 acted also
s a traditional for the treatment of all diseases"
husband 1.1.186 also a traditional doctor
I' of four huts in which 20 or more
of
as~ for the shown in 18 who was
from severe anaemia. very lila,s ! able te
succeed sueh a taken to for proper treatment,
it became obvious that \tdth doctors l/Jould
more than tdth Sha and her were not
but acted as cause of disease
that could be cause said to
in the treatmemt
course to be allows to sha
out
as sha he been continue to divine the
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soma
hcr
Then,
from tha
This she did
window in her smalltmuards the
state of
mirror under her arm, she reflected the
'5 bare abdomen,
lie
'me , around the umbilicus and in tha IRlith the
of her Illustration 19 shows her the process of
this .. Bocause of har faith in this method she had not her
sl/~.lls in and was worse at this than other s.
patients her I compared my findings luith her
methods, and was eble to prove the superiority of normal methods of
and claimed that
had come for
patients. TUJo
Caesarean section attended
30On that occ8sion
ante-natal examination, among whom were some
with a history of delivery
but both were ante-natal clinics
to ~LUHr in hospital. Another patient was one
who was a clinic that I ran at the Central Hospital,
and in fact she attended me at that clinic in the afternoon of the same
.. She
, it
u~~~v~~~d in the paying maternity unit. These
had come only for the protection which believed
the methods afforded them even if delivered elsewhere. Of
more concern were two other patients, one of whom hed obvious
and another l!lho came as an emergency lIJith a very
severe attack of bronchial a
refused to let me arrange
• The who had
and treatment, and the asthmatic
had full
to with the TBA for treatment.
she had medicine which would
TBA herself
the
as she had treated the same successfully many times before.
, ,
150.
There was one casa which for these ones,
because her
this
for
a woman whom the TBA pressn:ted as someone udshed to refer
uras too The ttJOman was
and undoubted
to return with me to
142 em. tall, with a contracted
and sha was
and
was clear evidence that the course stimulated most of the
was
since
Before the cours8~ all
but after it,
no mention had been made
..
on
,CI,150 muchor
beds constructed d~~IIUUYII
the course, many of tIe
had
to their work and
one of the Tails
of
of this
stimulated
or
were
very
This was made
and that
to
themselvas to be
and
it
78"
Seminar on
that the TBAa were
for
78 to 3.
had
had been very reluctant ever to send a
from 30 ..
of
two TBAs aD the
how,
and that
very
to know that their work was
not in
vary e.Iea r
held
to however bad her If a had
her relatives
an
tha
and
them of their feare.
to be taken to
to mention their name.
enormous difference and
The 15 TBile treined in the programme were for
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is to the \!JOrkload
each st."ffe 29
1 costs of trs 15
estimatlsd cost
five training
run cost
00
9, ..00
25,000 ..00
150,
unit
x 5
for
50 00
---_..__._---,---------_._----_.__._------ ------
5 10,000 ..00
visits
sts
food KIOO x 5 500.00
per
x 5 4.000.00
-....---.....--
00,
----..._--
1 Kwacha =£0.6
Tabla 29 - Comparison of costs between TBAs and
11laternity
costs were bosed on n estimate average (
and return of 25.75 miles to visit one rate
District is other
costs could be to be
are included in the costs
invitation to
for course from course thrse
costs are bosed on of
various members on as folloUJs:
nurse 12
~~nrolle 14 \:leeks
ff-time for is basad on the estimates:
Enrolle nurse 3
health nurse 1
de for the obstetrician's time thet is time, in
because, it was considerable, it for reasons
rof
prograr.lmes ..
of programme which not be nee future
cost for for T8Aa has bean in recurrent
costs wS be minimQ
8ccurete was available for the cost of tra of
llJas arrive at a cost of their
base, this
has mars than
f a hattfeV8r
desirable if a
carrie a
d of
shoul be
could have been
of future
seen that the ect of received
attention in the There wars two rBB for this.
is in its views s are no
for
do have
servants in the
~r8si
of Health believe
that
it was not the wis of the Life
n1'nmnt"orj and it
that e much about
approval.
L:orkedbeC3L1sebeen
in the programme were notthat too!<
of all
and carried out e certain number of
assessment of the of success in a
it have bean better to
:3 ran those with e
have it easier or
a successful venture.
d of much
becauss it was realised that method has the t it
cannot be to the results as d the
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patient. It does however have the advantage of being an objective
and in the case of the TBli~ programme it provided valuable
information for the trainers. It may be thought that some of the
questions were phrased in such a way that the TBA could easily answer
what she knew we w8Ated to heert while in fact her practice would be
different. This may be so but it was difficult otherwise to find
out they actually knew what we wanted. The first two questions in
the questionnaire which are open to such critiaism, were in fact used
to obtain information on how the TBAs talked and thought about time,
Nevertheless, with the questionnaire led me to believe
that it could be improved, and a d questionnaire for future
programmes is shown in III. As the TBAs did not score
in questionnaire at the end of their training, it can be seen that
we: were not totally successful in our teaching. Nevertheless, the
results that the as a group had passed their exam.
It is interesting that the lowest scars at the beginning and second
lowest at the end was that of a young woman who was still doing her
apprenticeship as a TBA working with her mother. The mother had been
the one selected for attendance at the course but had sent her daughter
instead.
This instance, and the tendency for an individual TSA's results
to remain either low or high, might be thought to show that previous
is a significant factor in the results, and that this would
therefore be something to look for in selecting for training.
However, the results could just be a reflection of basic intelligence.
Selection based on either factor could well be mistaken in that training
.1.nexperienced or lass may be more in that
may be more harmful.
of the answers to each were of interest it
showed where teaching had been successful and where unsuccessful.
The two least successfully taught were the treatment of
of courses.
anaemia* and of retained placenta. Such a
trainers
would clearly benefit~carrying out a
of s81f-
It was not intended that the rate achieved
the T81\s be with that for the local
units, as the two groups of involved are selected
, and indeed the units would include
casas referred the But it does shaw that the
trend is at least correct, with the TBA lower down on the
chain better I their results
can be ..
The of the usa made of did convince
me that the correct use was made of the stove, and
for the B inch It was decided that
all three of these peices of should not be issued in future,
and that instead the should be to tie the cord
to cut the cord with a new razor blada~ instead of
scissors also seemed sensible ..
The status of the TBA which seemed at first to be a source
of and one hinder the of the programme
was in fact not a In my of a
where TBAs exist has three basic it to do
more than the issue of TBAs and their
* The anaemia chart shawn in 12 was
n~Tooulc8d late in the programme and seemed to be an
in our methods.
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1. It can make the practice of midwifery by TSAs illegal.
2. It can formally recognise their existence legalising
to register TSAs if
their activities, and this can include licensing them, or
leaving them unlicensed.
3. It can recognise the existence of TBAs by engaging in
co-operative efforts, such as training, but without
formally legalising their work.
This latter option would also enable a
desired, at a later date. This last approach, including registration
is what has been adopted in Registering, unlike licensing does
not mean that they have actual legal recognition and the letter of
attendance issued to the TSAs also does not imply this. It wae
considered however that some record of this type hed to be
It was also d that it act as an incentive for other TSAs to
come for training.
In view of the difficulties we had in the practices
of the one TBA who was also a traditional doctor, it has to be concludad
that where TBAs are practising traditional doctors mora difficulty may
be expected in teaching them. However, in view of the large number of
patients dealt with by this particular woman and the grave responsibilities
that she accepts, it seems especially valuable that thare is now some
contact between her and the hospital services. I do not think that
such women should be excludad from TBA training courses in the future.
As the quality of the service given by a TBA cannot be as good as
that of a trained midwife, it was necessary to compara the costs of
providing both services. TSA programme is only a logical choice if
it is more readily by viture of Neumann at 81
mention the need for cost analysis of pilot studies of this
151..
, and this is similar to what
As capital costs are usually met by direct , the actual
cost to the country is best calculated from the recurrent costs.
from the obtained and assuming that a group of 15 TSAs
and 5 weternity units each carries out 2,000 deliveries per year, the
cost of one delivery by a TBA can be as whilst the
cost of a conventional maternity Howevsr,
each pays for her delivery at a small
unit, this latter cost can be reduced to K.6.25. This
means that for the cost of one maternity unit :5
may be even more
can be
The true
a •
favour of the TB~\ as the cost
of and supervision in the recurrent costs for units
not be calculated and was As a result of the
it can be concluded that TBAs welcome training, are of
learning and a
of
new skills, and that this results in an
maternity care where the alternative is no care at
all. It has also been shown that it is cheep to be raa
own work and that contributed in this cha is as
follows.
The was mainly done by four nUFse midwives, under my
supervision. I welcomed the and several sessions in
discussion them (partly via an interpreter) to
points. I visited each TBA at least once, in cases
twice. during the to the course.
=£0.6 and lOot = Kl.OO
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The delivery record form was designed by me but drawn by an artist
from the extension deORI'tment ..
I drew up the questionnaire but discussed the and
content with a statistician.. The was carried
out by the trainers but I checked the enSlwers and marked them
of Health, of which I wes a member,committee of the
was formed on my instigation to and approve the for
the pilot programme .. The committee discussed the criteria for
of the , the contents of the syllabus, and the equipment
to be but made little alteration to my The
decision about and the letter of attendance was made
the
for the
Otherwise, the work and
dad the
from an economist workingI obtained
of Health, who
costs of
In the cost
in the rtlalawi
and
were my own ..
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the
that could be
were drawn upThe
programma was to
and to
programme.
Tha aim
used in
arB
The had to to the structure of the health
service in that tho involved had to be staff alrea in
astablished t and work in each district had to be
with the district medical officer who is in overall of all
health activities in his district.
would be recruited
this
It had to be assumed that no
far the programme.
were sent in the form of a
imp~amented with financial
1979.infor Health in
and are to be
to the
wera latar accepted
assistance from and
the
She
because
a course of
pay.
the
to those
'lIQuId
or to receive
programme should aim to
TBF\ ,
the
national
to every
of extrema age or other
of a course of
benefits from the course as much as she was
certain items of Successful of
course would be a Latter of Attendance, and
of the nama open maintained the
There is ona will further before a
can be de and this is in connsction with the T8As
the II and do not units·
of own.
It seems
of
that such TBAs unable to reach a
in the of their casas and the trainer will
it mora difficult to tell Whet of service are
TBAs work
as
the wey in whichThis
and so it should not be
•to their
in other
in this
could be
them some
ect could be run in which TBAs
to set up a room at home.
the units' of other to
eat were successful the method could be aaOD~ea w~,u~'~y
Navert,hsIIEISS ,I a
way are
taken to
If the
about three years.
small number of TBAs
u~~uw-u~, and refresher courses
thetoIt should be
in malawi
of
number
of time ..
the
with a
to
thoSis
for an
would
to
birth
trainad
:J!ould
of of this could be assessed a
programma.
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necessary for tha of the programme
would be:
co-ordina.tor 1 obstetrician
or m.C.H. madical
co-ordinator 3 health nurse
26
about 2 or :3 per
Enrolled or state
certified midwives
The of these follow
to be held a doctor with a of
in obstetrics, but it be that he be
at the of Health hea His work as national
for would not be his full-time
tasks would the vote for the programme,
about the and matters; and
the co-ordinators; and nationwide
education about
This post could be held the ..c. " co-ordinator
sha was a midwifs t and was duties
that co-
..
abbreviation for Private
which is an
of
of
ordinates the
*
the district Her be to
the of her crict and maintain a tel' of
these" the at homa she would able to
in programme and make the necessary arrangemen
one or two
the course.
~ but as
and inrole in the
also be her
to be able to establish a proper
T8As she have to be assisted
of
one person is
with more than about
other district
term to midwives the term
on
herself and
like home-
technicaloften
has to
lower gra
s the
herself be aT8A co-ordinator
~ and she would allocate the
the otherother T8,O,s
The
of about
suitable tor
,vw,-,-v""c! in
in
shouldThe
this role is that of the district
the
eta
each TI11:\ Bvery three months to evaluate the
maintain her
at the
also has a role to in her
unit in cloBet
first
often difficult to find the to T8As' and if a
of
under
this
should
and involve
, the
ither
to
are in contact with the
Where possible
was to
midwife with her on her supervisory
for
If the local
taka the
would not be a
some
her care"
in the work as much as possible.
be involved in hendling the casss referred the T8A and
should with respect and "As an alternative
to the me T8A's of
be
, the
the
midwife could do
of
In this case tho TBA could
to collect these hareel
is a list of the various and activities that
aI's in a national programma. It assumes
that finance is
of Health
the programme.
of national co-ordinator and co-
"
visit of the co-ordinators to in
progress in
of interested bodies ebout the programme:
8"g .. of Government
Uelfare
and Social
Nursee w and midwives Ccuncil
Cross
.. of district co-ordinators&
f\rational work" This could be run the
rnetional Confederation of midwives, can
for such a This be attended
and , obstetricians,
A~AaA~, district medical officers, medical
officers, senior staff, selected
"
Selection of district
seminars on TBA work, run national
and regional co-ordinators. These should be attended
selected
co-ordinators, district T8A
selected
district di.caI officers
.. district
the co-o~eretion of chiefs,
officials It will a
co-ordinator trict
district officer a district progr2.mr:1S"
courses
district medical officer district
local officials e.g .. commissioner
officials
aims of the
courses.. Trainers
district
courses ..
courses for 2 e
s
..
Tra
at
20 .. programme for •
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carried out in is the first of its kind
in Central, or East frica. Gelfand
others d written about , thoir was not considored.
stevenson 1964 axis health services of
a in which should be but did not make
recommendations about the use of TElAe or traditional
, as result of the work the Government of malawi has
committed itself to El programma to all the s that
oan be identified the
I has been shown thesis that this should be at
reasonable cost and that it should lead to obstetric results.
The two main of the programme which I believe need further
tion are~ , the 0" whether TBAs at
carry out deliveries in the ~ s own horne ahou.l continue
to do so, or whether be encouraged to build
in their own homes; the of
issued with 8 limited range of medicines.
number of also have
that in Sierra leone, where
inj8st
However, toprogrammes.
williame 1979 has carried out a of similar to mine in
Oanfa
is programme on a national seals. group in the
in Ghana 1977 B2 are also
a programma for , but is limite to the
area. two programmes are
but s baen TBAs since 1962, and in June 197' I was
"to~ to visit
ofIt still covers
means of a
the programme there.
able,
have not been
from the there"
to learn
few of these will be
The of course in is t~han that in
for four months" The Bxtra cost of this is met
to hal' the course,
the T8A to erranga her accommodation in the
Dr the
the
is
liv8s in
It is that morale
rather than in
that the CDurse proves less
for these Dr 131 to the
This could tried melawi, it is
that be to leave their for this
to
basis
staff butthe tra
in Liberia who live
8ssistence on
clinics" not
clinics are d
and also
their
that the and the clinic staff work in
To ensure attendance at
is education to befor the
demonstrates to the
with each
refresher courses TBAs
a at course at no other This has resulted in
one time youngare
attancJance rate.
of note ..
Tum encountered in Liberia in the
not been in
3S s were in view
of service that However, Blhen returned
1s were
, either
and the
a person
role of a
in the
has been unable to do.. The
fUso, at some
wera not
and
ahortRoBis, or because of pressure
This has resulted in
for other T8As to be d in
1-' ,'"""' ..
and
which the
d
gee
was in
to
taken into
because of acute staff
of
never be but must
remein in te
The of is a of health care
is rscommended 8S the most suitable to the
health countries .. It is worth consi how
programme, the t which is
fit with a
new
the erea of health cars, lea of a
health care to .. In frica,
the measures
than it has in the
intended to be d at
of measures may ba taken,ny of a
needed in that
..
It is a new health ann~non,h
on what ie
health care has a different
the
countr'1sls.
should be and terms of costs,
should also be to the in need
to their 1978 ..
The basic unit of such a programma is the
a man or l!iOman the local to deel
with the heelth of individual and the
seminar CBrs was held in Malawi
~ and one of recammsn of was
that health care workers should work in any of the
• nutrition, food i\)rOcl!Uct.ian~ water
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